Accurate mass measurement at enhanced mass-resolution on a triple quadrupole mass-spectrometer for the identification of a reaction impurity and collisionally-induced fragment ions of cabergoline.
In this study, accurate mass measurements were made by electrospray ionization (ESI) on a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer operating in enhanced mass-resolution mode (peak width = 0.1 u FWMH), to give qualitative information relating to the pharmaceutical, cabergoline. Accurate mass determinations by ESI-MS were performed on a protonated impurity formed during cabergoline storage. The accurate mass measurement resulted in only one proposed elemental composition for the impurity, using reasonable elemental limits and mass tolerance for the calculation. This information was sufficient to propose a structure for the impurity where ESI-MS/MS proved consistent. The difference between the accurate mass measurement and the exact mass calculated for the proposed structure was 0.8 mmu, with a standard deviation of 0.7 mmu for replicate accurate mass determinations. Accurate mass determinations in ESI-MS/MS provided information on cabergoline fragment ions formed through collisionally-induced dissociation. Since the potential formation of isobaric ions exists for two major cabergoline fragment ions, accurate mass measurement allowed for the determination of the most probable fragment ion structures. The differences between the accurate mass measurements and exact masses calculated for the proposed fragment ions were 1.9 and 2.1 mmu, with standard deviations of 0.4 and 0.8 mmu, respectively, for replicate determinations.